Success Story

GoJS offers flexible, effective
documentation, advanced but
quite intuitive features, is self
contained, and helps and supports
rapid development.
GoJS makes it easy to present
scattered information in a user
friendly way.
Its flexibility facilitates countless
possibilities.

About Nets
The Nordics have led the way in the development of
digital payments and related services and is the most
digitized region in Europe. With its Nordic heritage, Nets
has played a key role in this development by shaping a
new digital reality based on innovation, stability and
security.
Handling billions of transactions annually, the company
is among the top payment processors in Europe and
keep a tight focus on making it even easier and more
intuitive for our customers to handle digital payments
and related services.
This has made Nets a trusted partner to more than
400,000 merchants, including 35,000 online merchants,
more than 240,000 enterprises and over 240 banks
across the Nordic region and mainland Europe.

The GoJS Solution
Our application was originally built using Google Charts. Due to restrictions following a PCI audit, we were
suddenly restricted from accessing that site. I started looking for a replacement that was not dependent on external
resources, and soon came across GoJS. It seemed like the perfect solution, and downloading and experimenting
with the evaluation version proved it really was.
The evaluation process went quite well. Using the numerous examples as templates I was able to build functioning
objects within hours. For me, restructuring the examples was a good way of getting some initial insight into the
product.
Initially the diagram I needed was for showing the relationship between different objects in a rather complex online
environment. Information is contained within several different files and subsystems, and bringing it all together
in a web GUI really simplifies the monitoring process. I find more and more uses while experimenting with the
software.
Documentation and support is really good. The features may seem a bit overwhelming at first, but as soon as you’ve
started using them, you will appreciate the flexibility it gives.

GoJS is a leading JavaScript and TypeScript
library for building interactive diagrams.
GoJS makes it easy to construct interactive
diagrams of Nodes, Links, and Groups, with
customizable templates and layouts.
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